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1.Product Introduction

You can rest assured to buy artist paint brush for acrylic oil watercolor from our factory and we will offer you the
best after-sale service and timely delivery. 8pcs Washable Crayon Kids Baby Bath Time Paints Drawing Pens are
100% non-toxic.watercolor oil painting artist brushes are be different length,different width.There are nylon
hair,pony hair,bristles hairs,wolf and chemical fiber,synthetic hairs,synthetic wool oil painting brush has the
characteristics of mink, badger and other advanced oil painting brush. Artificial wool can be used to create oil
brushes in different shapes, which can be used to soften local colors and detail them. But it can not be immersed
in water, its hair in water easily deformed. Brush is a commonly used tool in oil painting creation, according to
different shapes, we can be divided into round head brush, fan brush, flat head brush and so on. The brush holder
is made of solid wood, with special polishing process, the paint brush holder is smooth and comfortable, and
comfortable to grip. The paint brush tube is made of high quality alloy. The special process makes the paint brush
tube close to the brush tip, so that the brush tip is not easy to fall off and lose hair. artist paint brush for acrylic oil
watercolor can be different length,different width and different shapes,such as round head brush,fan brush,flat
head brush and so on.There are nylon hair,pony hair,bristles hairs,wolf and chemical fiber,synthetic hairs, Artificial
wool can be used to create oil brushes in different shapes, which can be used to soften local colors and detail
them. But it can not be immersed in water, its hair in water easily deformed. Brush is a commonly used tool in oil
painting creation, The brush holder is made of solid wood, with special polishing process, the paint brush holder is
smooth and comfortable, and comfortable to grip. The paint brush tube is made of high quality alloy. The special
process makes the paint brush tube close to the brush tip, so that the brush tip is not easy to fall off and lose hair.

2.Product Parameter (Specification)

You can rest assured to buy artist paint brush for acrylic oil watercolor from our factory and we will offer you the
best after-sale service and timely delivery. are the best brush type for oil paints, matching the consistency of the
paint itself to the rough texture of the canvas. Different shapes of the tip can draw different strokes. The flat head
brush is the most common and can be applied quickly and accurately. When using, we should pay attention to the
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classification of brushes. Two or three commonly used brushes should be prepared, one painting bright part and
one painting dark part. Or one painting warm tone, one painting cold tone. So you don't have to clean your
brushes as often. When painting, the brush is dirty, you can directly use a cut newspaper to wipe, if you feel dirty,
you can use turpentine rinse gently, and then wipe with a newspaper. If kept properly, brushes can last for
years. Most importantly, the brush should be cleaned after each painting. Wipe the excess paint off the brush with
a cloth. Rinse brush with thinner Rinse brush with warm soapy water until all paint is completely removed from
brush. When placing the brush in the container, make sure the tip of the brush is placed upwards.oil brush should
be used every day after the use of warm water with detergent (household detergent for oil cleaning is very strong)
soak for 10 minutes, but do not soak to the brush holder will soak the paint. Then use laundry soap to wash the
bristles carefully, be sure to draw the bristles vertically from the palm of the hand, completely wash the color of the
pen root. If the color of the pen root is not cleaned for a long time, it will accumulate, which is virtually equal to the
length of the pen hair becomes shorter. What is more,to insist on every day after washing. Wash the paint
thoroughly, squeeze out the moisture, and wrap the paper in a pencil shape for later use. This will keep your brush
as good as the new one every time you paint.


